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Healthcare Investments: Mid-Year 2020
Venture fundraising in healthcare soared to $10.4B in the first half of 2020, nearly
matching 2019’s full-year record. Mezzanine “Mezz” markups and great IPO performance
have driven outsized returns, allowing investors to raise new funds, many of which were
larger than their previous fund.

Silicon Valley Bank Market Stats*

53%

Company investment also spiked. 1H 2020 produced the largest two-quarter investment
period ever for venture-backed healthcare companies. Biopharma and dx/tools saw
increases in investment vs. 1H 2019, despite financial market turbulence and negative
impacts to many companies due to COVID-19.

of all VC-backed US
healthcare companies that
raised rounds in 1H 2020
worked with SVB.

Biopharma Series A was stable in the first half, while overall investment is on pace for
record dollars in 2020. We continued to see a significant number of large crossover-led
mezzanine financings in Q1 and Q2 2020. This mezzanine activity exceeds 2019’s pace
and is a strong, positive sign for continued IPO activity.
HealthTech investments remained steady in 1H 2020 but showed an 18% increase in deals
vs. 1H 2019, solidifying healthtech as the most prolific deal sector. Alternative care, which
includes companies providing virtual care during COVID-19, raised $2B+ in 1H 2020,
leading all healthtech subsectors.
Dx/Tools investment hit new highs, led by three large dx test financings. More than onethird of the dx/tools companies that raised capital in 1H 2020 (totaling $1.3B) leveraged
their technologies to help in this pandemic, both in the discovery of new therapies and
vaccines and in the processing and testing for COVID-19.
Device Series A investment declined 34%, but overall investment was stable with no
significant disruption to Q2 funding. Imaging and non-invasive monitoring (NIM) emerged
as fundraising leaders, representing 25% of all sector dollars raised. These indications,
plus respiratory, saw seven companies raise new rounds related to COVID-19 business
opportunities.

*SVB Market Stats composed of VC-backed healthcare companies that raised at least $4M in financing in 1H 2020. **Mega rounds defined as
round size of $50M or more. 1H 2020 statistics represent SVB commercial bank clients and are compiled through 6/12/20.
Sources: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.

$10B

of the $15B in venture funding
raised in the US in 1H 2020 was
by companies that work with SVB.

71%
of all VC-backed US
healthcare companies
that raised mega
rounds** in 1H 2020
worked with SVB.
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Healthcare Exits: Mid-Year 2020
Lofty mezzanine round markups led to public offerings that experienced tremendous postIPO performance across all healthcare sectors. Ten of 36 venture-backed IPOs went public
with market caps of $1B+. Post-IPO, 15 of these newly-public companies sported 100%+
stock price performance at the end of 1H 2020.

Silicon Valley Bank Market Stats

At the midway point of 2020, biopharma IPOs were on track to meet 2019 totals and
continue a very impressive three-year exit run. Private M&A activity continued to decline
as attractive pre-money IPO values encouraged companies to go public. Pre-money
valuations and dollars raised at IPO are on a record pace in 1H 2020, and average postIPO stock price performance for the Class of 2020 IPOs has spiked by over 89%.
HealthTech market cap at IPO in 1H 2020 totaled $4.5B with two public offerings so far
this year (which is same number of IPOs as 1H 2019, although six IPOs debuted in 2H
2019). Historically, the alternative care subsector has led healthtech post-IPO
performance, with four IPOs reaching $4B+ market caps since 2015, including one in
1H 2020. On the private M&A front, 2020 is on track to match 2019’s pace.
Dx/Tools are on track to match exit activity and exceed record deal values from 2019.
IPOs by commercial-stage companies highlighted returns in this sector. Private M&A
continued to be sluggish; however, a $1.4B venture-backed acquisition in late June was a
bright spot. Four dx/tools IPOs ended 1H 2020 at $1B+ market caps. Two were R&D tools
companies pursuing computational drug discovery (both saw +100% performance postIPO), and the other two were dx tests companies focused on oncology.
Device private M&A was down in 1H 2020, but IPO activity matched 2019’s pace. Premoney IPO values and IPO proceeds both are on pace to shatter yearly records. The
Shanghai (SHG) and Hong Kong (HK) public markets continue to produce high-flying
commercial-stage IPOs, accounting for four of the last seven public offerings since Q3
2019.

66%
of all VC-backed healthcare IPOs
in the past three years have
worked with SVB.*

*IPOs are global. IPO statistics represent SVB commercial bank clients. Sources: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.
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1H Healthcare Venture
Fundraising Approaches
2019’s Year-End Record
A flurry of venture capital (VC) fundraising in
1H 2020 nearly eclipsed 2019’s full-year
record, building on a three-year trend of
increased allocation to healthcare. Lofty
mezzanine round markups led to IPOs that
showed tremendous post-IPO performance.
This has driven increased carrying value
(TVPI) and great returns (DPI) back to limited
partners.
Early-stage venture investors, particularly in
biopharma, built on this momentum to raise
new funds, on average 30% larger than their
last funds. In order to deploy these dollars,
biopharma VCs started to join traditional
crossover mezzanine rounds as new investors
and also increased investment in mezzanine
rounds of existing portfolio companies. The
positive step-up to IPO and strong post-IPO
performance support this later-stage
investment even at higher private valuations.

US Healthcare Venture Capital Fundraising
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2010–1H 2020

Healthcare Venture Capital Fundraised
$9.1B
$7.5B

$7.2B

2015

2016

$9.6B

$10.7B $10.4B

$6.1B
$3.7B

$3.6B

$3.9B

2011

2012

2013

$1.8B

2010

2014

2017

2018

2019

1H 2020

Notable Venture Funds Closed in 1H 2020

Generalist investors continue to allocate
funds to healthcare. Notable firms include
New Enterprise Associates, Lightspeed
Venture Partners, General Catalyst, Founders
Fund, Town Hall Ventures, U.S. Venture
Partners, Mayfield and Felicis.

US Healthcare Venture Capital Fundraising defined as an approximation of healthcare investment dollars to be invested by firms that historically invest in
+50% US companies. TVPI is defined as the ration of the current value of fund investments plus distributions to date divided by the total amount of capital
invested to date. DPI is defined as the ration of the money a VC fund has returned to limited partners divided by the total amount of capital invested to
date. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.
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Company Investment
Rises; Record Pace for
Biopharma & Dx/Tools
1H 2020 produced the largest two-quarter
investment total ever for venture-backed
healthcare companies, despite financial
market turbulence and setbacks to company
product development, clinical trials, and
revenues caused by COVID-19.
Biopharma investment is just ahead of
2018’s record pace, as large crossoverfunded mezzanine financings were driven by
the hot IPO (and post-IPO) market.
1H 2020 healthtech investments were up
29% from 1H 2018 financings but slightly
down from 1H 2019’s record-breaking
metrics. Notably, Q1 2020 saw the highest
quarterly deal count in healthtech’s history.
1H 2020 dx/tools investment was up over
50% from 2H 2019, and Q2 2020 was the
largest investment quarter since 2018. The
investment spike was led by deals that
leveraged their technologies to help in this
pandemic — both in the discovery of new
therapies and vaccines and in the processing
and testing for COVID-19.
Device investments were slightly behind 1H
2019 numbers. However, Q1 2020 bounced
back from a 2.5 year low in Q4 2019.
Investment dollars were stable in 1H 2020
from Q1 to Q2, despite the anticipated
fundraising disruption due to COVID-19.

VC Dollars and Deals by Healthcare Sectors
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US and Europe

$12B

Number of Deals
307

300

315

337

339

'19Q1

'19Q2

372

374

'19Q4

'20Q1

325

346

269

$8B

$4B

$0
'18Q1

'18Q2

'18Q3

'18Q4

2018

'19Q3

2019

'20Q2

1H 2020*

Sectors ($M)

US

Europe

Total

US

Europe

Total

US

Europe

Total

Biopharma

14,171

2,687

16,858

12,788

3,244

16,032

7,564

2,536

10,100

HealthTech

5,827

489

6,316

6,982

1,347

8,329

2,869

611

3,480

Dx/Tools

5,096

387

5,483

3,820

670

4,490

2,752

669

3,421

Device

3,734

472

4,206

3,860

893

4,753

1,994

252

2,246

28,828

4,035

32,863

27,450

6,154

33,604

15,179

4,068

19,247

Total

*1H 2020 numbers are compiled through 6/12/20. Financing data include private financings by venture-backed companies in the US and Europe.
Dates of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. HealthTech deals that overlap with other sectors were removed from
healthtech totals. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.
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Biopharma

Series A Dollars Stable,
Deals Up; Valuations
Consistent in 1H 2020
1H 2020 investment dollars remained stable,
with more deals than 1H 2019. Q2’s decline
from Q1 can likely be attributed to historical
fluctuations rather than impacts from COVID19.
Median valuations in 1H 2020 decreased in
smaller (<$15M) Series A deals, raising $9M
on a pre-money valuation of $8M (vs. 2019
$6M/$10M pre-money). However, valuations
increased in larger ($15M+) deals, raising
$40M on a pre-money of $27M (vs. 2019
$51M/$23M pre-money).
Neurology staged a significant increase in
deals and dollars in 1H 2020, while
orphan/rare disease saw an equally large
decrease.
Many venture investors have a bifurcated
early-stage strategy, balancing internally
fashioned large Series A deals while
supporting company creation and/or founderled early-stage science. While we continue to
see many $50M+ Series A deals, a number of
venture firms have recently launched
collaborations to help academic labs
transition from science projects to venture
endeavors. We anticipate this will lead to
more small seed/Series A investments by
traditional venture investors in 2020.

Series A Biopharma Deals
US and Europe

1 H 201 8

1 H 201 9

1 H 2020

52 / 41

49 / 33

49 / 45

93

82

94

$1,791 / $1,415

$1,325 / $972

$1,155 / $886

$3,206

$2,297

$2,041

21% / 10%

29% / 27%

33% / 27%

Q1 / Q2

Number of
Investments

Total
Q1 / Q2

Total
Funding ($M)

Total

Corporate
Investments

Q1 / Q2

Series A by Top Indications
1H 2018
Oncology
Platform
Neurology
Orphan/Rare
Disease

1H 2019

1H 2020

$945M
27
$754M
15

Top 1H 2020 Series A Deals

$366M
17

$647B
18

$497M
25

$478M
16

$313M $78M $517M
12
11
16
$461M $476M $99M
10
9
5

Auto-Immune

$441M $160M $189M
43 5

Anti-Infective

$60M $3M $18M
61 5

Series A includes first-time investments from institutional or corporate venture investment in the US and Europe and any first-round
investments equal to or greater than $2M, regardless of investor. 1H financing data are compiled through 6/12. Dates of financing
rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.
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Biopharma

Oncology, Neurology
Increase; Crossover
LIPO Deals Grow
2020 is on track for a record investment
pace. This surge was led by 26 financings of
$100M+, totaling more than $5B.
Oncology continues to dominate financings
through later-stage deals. Anti-infective deals
were up, led by Vaxcyte, which raised a
mezzanine round in March and then went
public. The two largest anti-infective deals,
Atea ($215M) and Affinivax ($120M), both
closed in Q2. Neurology funding doubled vs.
1H 2019, focused on central nervous system
and neuropathy companies.
The LIPO (Likely to IPO) List tracks the Top 15
crossover-backed mezzanine deals ($40M+)
as a proxy for IPO sentiment and pipeline.
From 2017 to 2019, 122 companies joined
the LIPO List. Seventy-four (61%) have since
gone public or been acquired. In 2019 alone,
47 companies joined the LIPO List, and 25
(53%) went public.

Biopharma Deals by Top Indications
US and Europe
1H 2018

1H 2019

Platform

US and Europe

1H 2020

$2.7B

$2.7B

$3.0B

58

52

69

Oncology

Total Deals and $

$2.5B

$1.7B

$2.8B

38

42

39

240
211

199

$694M $508M $1.1B

Neurology

25

22

32

$8.9B

$1.1B $1.1B $591M

Orphan/Rare

20

$8.2B

$10.1B

21 14

$483M $571M $674M

Anti-Infective

20 7 17

1H 2018

1H 2019

1H 2020

1H 2020 LIPO List (Top 15 Crossover-Financed Deals $40M+)
2020 Q1

During the start of the COVID-19 pandemic,
many venture investors questioned whether
private crossover investment would continue.
In 1H 2020, 34 companies qualified for the
LIPO List (four have since gone public),
equally split between Q1 and Q2 and far
ahead of 2019’s 1H pace. Median deal size
was $115M with a pre-money value of $110M.
These LIPO deals confirm crossover activity
and investor belief that IPOs will continue.
*This company overlaps with the healthtech sector and is included in both sets of analyses. Investments includes first-time investments from
institutional or corporate venture investment in the US and Europe and any first-round investments equal to or greater than $2M,regardless of investor,
plus all additional equity financings by these VC-backed companies during the period covered by this slide. 1H financing data are compiled through
6/12. Dates of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.

2020 Q2

*
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Biopharma

Crossovers Continue
Funding Mezz Deals;
New VCs Join the List
In 1H 2020, Novo funded four deals (2/4
Series A), and OrbiMed did six new financings
(2/6 Series A). NFLS-Pivotal returned to the
list with 11 deals (10/11 Series B+). MPM also
returned, investing mostly in Series A.
Nextech joined the list and focused on larger,
later-stage opportunities.
Corporates Celgene and Merck dropped off
the list, while Boehringer and WuXi AppTec
joined. Pfizer did five new deals in 1H 2020
(4/5 Series A). GV, historically a Series B+
investor, did four new 2020 deals (2/4 Series
A). Boehringer focused early, with two of six
Series A deals in 2020, while WuXi AppTec
completed three of six new deals in 2020.
Crossover investors continue to be active.
Boxer and Citadel joined this list. Of the 15
most active crossovers in 2019, RA did the
most deals in 1H 2020. Deerfield, Fidelity,
Tavistock, and EcoR1 were less active this
year, while Cowen Healthcare, Wellington
Management, Janus Henderson, and Logos
Capital picked up their investment pace.
There will likely be a significant shake-up in
the most active crossovers by year end.

Most Active New Biopharma Investors*
Number of Deals (US and Europe, 2019–1H 2020)

Venture Capital

Corporate Investor

Later-Stage/Crossover
Investor

16

27

22

12

14

17

11

14

17

11

11

16

11

9

15

10

7

14

9

6**

12

8**

6**

12

*Most Active New Investors calculated as new (first-time) investments into US and European companies from 2019–1H 20120. 1H 2020 financing data
are compiled through 6/12/20. ** Additional investors have the same number of deals but are not included because of space limitations. Dates of
financing rounds subject to change based on add-on investments. Corporate parent and corporate venture investment are combined under Corporate
Investor. Alexandria investments typically averages $2M per deal, AREE, Inc. Earnings 12/31/19. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.
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Biopharma

Investors Fund Big Deal
Sizes, Large Valuations;
2020 IPOs Excel
This list contains the highest-valued private
companies since 2019, all with publicly
disclosed post-money valuations of $500M+.
Oncology and platform indications comprise
the majority of this list (79%) and have also
dominated IPOs since 2019 (59%).
The median round size for this group was
$128M, with a pre-money value of $540M.
The median step-up from the venture to the
mezzanine round was 1.9x, with Legend and
Nuvation joining this list at Series A. The
median total equity raised was $224M,
similar to the median private dollars raised
for the IPO Class of 2020 prior to going public
($217M).
Four of these companies went public in 1H
2020 (Poseida went public in Q3), while
Peloton was acquired on the eve of its IPO in
2019 by Merck for $1,050M upfront and
$1,150M in milestones. Legend, Viela, Beam
and Passage completed IPOs with flat median
IPO pre-money valuations but saw great
performance afterwards, with an average
stock price gain of +82% at the end of 1H
2020. By contrast, the highest-valued
companies that went public from the 2018–
2019 list saw an average stock price decrease
of -7% during 2019.

Post-Money Private Biopharma Companies ($500M+)
US and Europe, 2019–1H 2020

Auto-Immune

Oncology
*
3/31/20
$151M Round
$1,950M Post

3/12/20
$493M Round
$2,490M Post

6/14/19
$275M Round
$678M Post

6/12/19
$75M Round
$735M Post

Orphan/Rare
*

2/20/19
$150M Round
$500M Post

4/22/19
$142M Round
$568M Post

7/31/19
$100M Round
$1,150M Post

9/4/19
$110M Round
$550M Post

Anti-Infective

Platform

3/6/19
$135M Round
$675M Post

8/19/19
$100M Round
$500M Post

1/15/19
$50M Round
$500M Post

1/3/20
$1,000M Round
$9,000M Post

*Company has multiple 2019–2020 deals with pre-valuation/post-valuation data in PitchBook that qualify for this slide, and only the most
recent deal is shown. Dates of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. 1H 2020 financings are compiled through
6/12/20, and public market data are compiled through 6/30/20. Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.

1/28/19
$100M Round
$1,100M Post

5/21/19
$121M Round
$731M Post

Company was acquired
Company went public
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HealthTech

Series A Up in 1H 2020,
Wellness & Education
Sees Upswing
In 1H 2020, healthtech Series A investments
rose 40% and total funding increased by
20%, driven by deals in the alternative care,
wellness & education, and clinical trial
enablement (CTE) subsectors.
The CTE subsector saw the top healthtech
Series A financing in 1H 2020, Concerto
Health AI ($150M+). Overall, CTE Series A
dollars were up 16x in 1H 2020 vs. 1H 2019.
Wellness & education deals increased more
than 2x in 1H 2020 from 1H 2019 and were
primarily comprised of health & wellness
companies (12 of 16 total deals) and
contributed to roughly 70% of total dollars.
Alternative care companies, such as Vault and
Temedica, surpassed the other subsectors in
total deals but dropped 25% in investment
from 1H 2019. Although the average
alternative care deal size decreased 46%, the
median deal size remained unchanged at
around $4.5M.
From 1H 2019 to 1H 2020, median Series A
deal size remained constant ($5M), while premoney values increased by 50% ($10M to
$15M).

Series A HealthTech Deals
US and Europe

Q1 / Q2

Number of
Investments

1 H 201 8

1 H 201 9

1 H 2020

37 / 13

33 / 38

48 / 49

50

71

97

234 / 107

195 / 342

398 / 263

341

537

661

30% / 46%

9% / 18%

8% / 10%

Total
Q1 / Q2

Total
Funding ($M)

Total

Corporate
Investments

Q1 / Q2

Series A by Top Subsectors
1H 2018

1H 2019

Alternative Care
Provider
Operations
Wellness &
Education
Clinical Trial
Enablement
Healthcare
Navigation

Top 1H 2020 Series A Deals

1H 2020

$118M

$244M

$185M

16

28

39

$133M

$200M

$190M

22

27

29

$9M $29M $66M

16

*

16

$64M $12M $192M

7 3 10
$15M $6M $10M

23 1

*These companies overlap with other device and dx/tools sectors and are included in both sets of analyses. Series A includes first-time investments
from institutional or corporate venture investment in the US and Europe and any first-round investments equal to or greater than $2M, regardless of
investor. 1H financing data are compiled through 6/12. Dates of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. Source:
PitchBook, SVB proprietary data and SVB HealthTech Report.

*
*
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HealthTech

Deals Up, Dollars
Steady; Alternative Care
Leads
Healthtech invested capital in 1H 2020
remained stable, relative to 1H 2019, with an
18% increase in deals. This solidifies
healthtech as the second-largest healthcare
sector in terms of capital raised (trailing
biopharma) and the largest sector for
1H 2020 deal activity.
Alternative care continues to lead in deals
and dollars in 1H 2020, with total investment
$1B ahead of the next highest subsector
(provider operations). There were six
alternative care $100M+ rounds in 1H 2020,
focused on both providing virtual primary
care (Amwell, Kry, Iora and Cue) and mental
health (Mindstrong). Regulatory shifts due to
COVID-19 have also increased the need for
alternative care companies and promoted
their continued growth.
The other four $100M+ financings in 1H
2020 have all been in the CTE subsector
(Concerto Health AI, Insitro, DNAnexus and
Verana).
Dispatch Health’s (alternative care) $136M
financing on 6/23/20 and Oscar’s (insurance)
$225M financing on 6/26/20 are not captured
here, as they occurred after the date of data
collection for this report.

HealthTech Deals by Top Subsectors
US and Europe
1H 2018

1H 2019

Provider Operations

$1.5B

$2.2B

67

92

50
$872M

$1.3B

$1.0B

64

85

86

158

$60M $203M $433M

Wellness & Education

US and Europe

1H 2020

$948M

Alternative Care

Total Deals and $

7 16 32

216

256

$4.8B

$4.8B

$2.6B

$162M $577M $825M

Clinical Trial
14 17 29
Enablement

$219M $470M $245M

1H 2018 1H 2019 1H 2020

Healthcare
11 1810
Navigation

1H 2020 Deals
$150M+

$60M+ to $99M

$100M to $150M

*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*These companies overlap with biopharma, dx/tools, and device sectors and are included in both sets of analyses. Investments includes first-time investments
from institutional or corporate venture investment in the US and Europe and any first-round investments equal to or greater than $2M, regardless of investor,
plus all additional equity financings by these VC-backed companies during the period covered by this slide. 1H financing data are compiled through 6/12. Dates
of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. Source: PitchBook, SVB proprietary data and SVB HealthTech Report.
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HealthTech

Active Investors Remain
Focused on Funding
Later-Stage Rounds
Of the most active venture investors, Social
Starts focused on Series A investments. 8VC,
Alumni Ventures Group, Greycroft, Felicis
Ventures, Bpifrance, Merck, Philips, and
Viking completed a mix of both Series A and
later-stage deals, while the rest of the venture
investors focused predominately on laterstage deals.
Other notable venture investors within
healthtech include Venrock, NEA, Bessemer,
.406 Ventures, Maverick, and Flare Capital.
UnityPoint Health Ventures and
MemorialCare Innovation Fund appeared on
the list for the first time. They are two
examples of corporate investment arms of
hospitals systems investing in the provider
operations subsector.
Overall, corporate investors on this list
skewed toward investing in the alternative
care subsector and participating in deals
totaling $300M+.

Most Active New HealthTech Investors*
Number of Deals (US and Europe, 2019–1H 2020)

Venture Capital

Corporate Investor

Later-Stage/Crossover
Investor

9

10

5

8

12

5

6

6

4

5

5

3

5

5

3

5

5

3

5

5

3

4**

5

2**

*Most Active New Investors calculated as new (first-time) investments into US and Europe companies from 2019–1H 2020. **Additional investors have
the same number of deals but are not included because of space limitations. 1H 2020 financing data are compiled through 6/12/20. Dates of financing
rounds subject to change based on add-on investments. Corporate parent and corporate venture investment are combined under Corporate Investor.
Source: PitchBook, SVB proprietary data and SVB HealthTech Report.
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HealthTech

Seven $1B+ Valuations
Across Multiple
HealthTech Subsectors
This list contains the highest-valued private
companies over the last 18 months, all with
publicly disclosed post-money valuations of
$550M+.
Eight companies achieved $1B+ post-money
valuations. Tempus, a provider operations
company, led all valuations at $3.1B on
$200M in invested capital.
There have been no $1B+ post-money valued
financings in 1H 2020. Mindstrong ($675M
post) and Lyra ($557M post) were the
highest-valued companies. Both companies
focus on alternative care for mental health
patients. Highlighting the growing
importance of this indication for investors
during the COVID-19 pandemic, both
companies raised Series C funding at stepups of 2.9x and 2.0x, respectively.
1H 2020 saw Schrödinger’s public offering,
which is in the dx/tools sector but also
overlaps with healthtech CTE. This is the first
CTE company focused on drug discovery to
go public, helping to pave an IPO path for
similar companies within this subsector.

Post-Money Private HealthTech Companies ($550M+)
US and Europe, 2019–1H 2020

Insurance

Provider Operations
*
10/10/19
$20M Round
$630M Post

6/13/19
$65M Round
$1,565M Post

*
2/6/19
$100M Round
$1,000M Post

12/16/19
$635M Round
$2,540M Post

8/23/19
$50M Round
$1,000M Post

HC Navigation

5/30/19
$200M Round
$3,100M Post

Medication Mgmt.
12/10/19
$352M Round
$600M Post

3/20/19
$170M Round
$1,280M Post

Clinical Trial Enablement

Alternative Care

*
8/1/19
$550M Round
$2,000M Post

3/11/20
$75M Round
$557M Post

5/8/19
$165M Round
$623M Post

Wellness & Education

Accolade went public in Q3 2020.
5/21/20
$100M Round
$675M Post

6/26/19
$73M Round
$593M Post

*These companies overlap with dx/tools and are included in both sets of analyses. Only includes post-money values reported by PitchBook for US and
Europe companies. Dates of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. 1H 2020 financing and market cap data are compiled
through 6/12/20, and public market data are compiled through 6/30/20. Source: PitchBook, SVB proprietary data and SVB HealthTech Report.

7/2/19
$115M Round
$1,027M Post

Company went public
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Dx/Tools

Tests & Analytics Focus
on Oncology; Tools Help
with COVID-19
Series A dollars in this sector were stable, but
deals were slightly down vs. 1H 2019.
Corporate investment decreased
significantly. Deals were closely split between
Q1 and Q2 (22/16), but the three largest deals
(Concerto Health AI, OMass Therapeutics,
and Cyagen) all closed in Q1, totaling $245M.
Dx tests dollars were down 58% in 1H 2020
versus 1H 2019 while dx analytics investment
increased 81%.
R&D tools deals represented almost half of all
Series A deal activity (48%). A number of
these companies, including Cyagen, Hyris,
seqWell, and Veravas, are leveraging their
technologies to aid the COVID-19 response.
Applying AI to oncology treatment continues
to pique investor interest, as five of nine dx
analytics investments in 1H 2020 focused on
oncology (Concerto Health AI, Pathware,
Predicine Holdings, Xilis, and C2i Genomics).
Investments in dx tests saw activity in both
the oncology liquid biopsy space (Naveris
and Base Genomics) and in infectious
diseases, with two deals related to COVID-19
projects (Lumos and Covaxx).

Series A Dx/Tools Deals
US and Europe

1 H 201 8

1 H 201 8

1 H 2020

18 / 19

22 / 25

22 / 16

37

47

38

$199 / $150

$143 / $330

$348 / $94

$349

$473

$442

11% / 32%

27% / 40%

18% / 13%

Q1 / Q2

Number of
Investments

Total
Q1 / Q2

Total
Funding ($M)

Total

Corporate
Investments

Q1 / Q2

Series A by All Subsectors
1H 2018

R&D Tools

Dx Analytics

1H 2019

1H 2020

$106M

$179M

14

26

$166M

$105M $190M
11

16

Top 1H 2020 Series A Deals
*
$173M
18

9

$78M $189M $79M

Dx Tests

7

10

11

*These companies overlap with healthtech and are included in both sets of analyses. Series A includes first-time investments from institutional or
corporate venture investment in the US and Europe and any first-round investments equal to or greater than $2M, regardless of investor. 1H financing data
are compiled through 6/12. Dates of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.

*
*
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Dx/Tools

Investment on Track for
Three-Year High; New
Deals Aid COVID-19

Dx/Tools Deals by All Subsectors
US and Europe
1H 2018

With multiple $100M+ financings, dx/tools
totaled their largest first-half investment in
the last three years by a significant margin.
Dx Tests captured the three largest deals,
with Grail ($390M), LumiraDx ($302M), and
Karius ($165M). Grail, focused on liquid
biopsy for early cancer detection, has now
raised more than $2B in equity. LumiraDx, a
point-of-care digital diagnostics platform, has
raised more than $600M. The other two
subsectors combined for a total of five
$100M+ deals, with Concerto Health AI
($150M), Verana Health ($100M), and
Tempus ($100M) in dx analytics and Rapid
Micro Biosystems ($120M) and DNAnexus
($100M) in R&D tools.
More than one-third of the dx/tools
companies that raised capital in 1H 2020
(totaling $1.3B) leveraged their technologies
to help during this pandemic — both in the
discovery of new therapies and vaccines and
in the processing and testing for COVID-19.
These companies have forged more than 20
collaborations with key academic institutions
and large life science companies to work on
COVID-19-related projects.

Total Deals and $

R&D Tools

Dx Analytics

1H 2019

1H 2020

$804M

$782M

$1.2B

39

49

54

$926M

$727M

$848M

32

30

38

$714M $545M

Dx Tests

25

29

US and Europe

127

96
108
$3.4B
$2.4B

$1.3B

$2.1B

35

1H 2018

1H 2019

1H 2020

COVID-19 1H 2020 Deals
R&D Tools

Dx Analytics

*

*
*

*
*

*

*These companies overlap with healthtech and are included in both sets of analyses. Investments includes first-time investments from institutional or
corporate venture investment in the US and Europe and any first-round investments equal to or greater than $2M, regardless of investor, plus all additional
equity financings by these VC-backed companies during the period covered by this slide. 1H financing data are compiled through 6/12. Dates of financing
rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.

*
*
*

Dx Tests

*
*
*
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Dx/Tools

Corporate Deals Down;
Increased Activity by
Early-Stage VCs
Northpond and 8VC were the top venture
investors since 2019. In 2020, Northpond
participated in $25M+ rounds in three laterstage deals, one in each subsector. 8VC
backed one Series A and two later-stage deals
in R&D tools and dx analytics. A new addition
to the list, China-based Cowin Capital, funded
two new R&D tools deals (one Series A), both
under $4M. Liquid2Ventures and Startup
Funding Club recently emerged as active
early-stage investors.
Corporate investment was down. Several
active corporate investors from the last few
years were quiet in 1H 2020. The only
corporates to complete Series A deals in
2020 were M Ventures and Agilent.
Casdin and Perceptive led top crossover
investors in 2020 deals. Casdin backed one
Series A and one mezzanine deal in dx
analytics, while Perceptive funded two
mezzanine deals in R&D tools. T. Rowe and
Viking invested in the mezzanine round for
Color Genomics. Foresite funded two new,
UK-based R&D tools companies. Parkwalk did
not invest in dx/tools in 2020.

Most Active New Dx/Tools Investors*
Number of Deals (US and Europe, 2019–1H 2020)

Venture Capital

Corporate Investor

Later-Stage/Crossover
Investor

9

5

6

6

4

5

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

2**

3

3**

2**

3

3**

2**

2**

*Most Active New Investors calculated as new (first-time) investments into US and European companies from 2019–1H 20120. **Additional investors
have the same number of deals but are not included because of space limitations. 1H 2020 financing data are compiled through 6/12/20. Dates of
financing rounds subject to change based on add-on investments. Corporate parent and corporate venture investment are combined under Corporate
Investor. Alexandria investments typically average $2M per deal, AREE, Inc. Earnings 12/31/19. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.
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Dx/Tools

Top-Valued Deals Raise
Flat-Valued Rounds and
Now Eye Public Market
This list contains the highest-valued private
companies since 2019, all with publicly
disclosed post-money valuations of $275M+.
The median mezzanine pre-money valuations
for these deals was $230M, and the median
step-up was 1.6x. Shrödinger had the largest
step-up at 4.8x. Progenity, HeartFlow,
Tempus, and Ginkgo closed flat add-on
rounds, and HeartFlow and Ginkgo both
executed secondary transactions in 1H 2020.
Besides the flat round from Tempus,
Omniome (3x step-up) and Nautilus (2x stepup) closed deals in 1H 2020.
Three deals on this list went public (10X
Genomics in 2019, and Schrödinger and
Progenity in 1H 2020). 10X Genomics stock
popped at IPO, and as of 1H 2020 is up 129%
from its IPO price, valued at $8.7B. The 2020
IPOs from this list have been a mixed bag.
Schrödinger spiked at IPO, and the stock
price was up +439% as of 1H 2020 with a
market cap of $5.8B. Progenity, however, has
declined since its IPO, down 40% to end 1H
2020 below its mezzanine post.

Post-Money Private Dx/Tools Companies ($275M+)
US and Europe, 2019–1H 2020

Dx Tests

R&D Tools

*
1/7/19
$35M Round
$1,280M Post

8/16/19
$28M Round
$278M Post

9/19/19
$290M Round
$4,000M Post

5/18/20
$76M Round
$326M Post

1/10/20
$60M Round
$600M Post

4/17/19
$60M Round
$375M Post

**
12/10/19
$125M Round
$515M Post

Dx Analytics
*

*
6/13/19
$65M Round
$1,565M Post

12/18/19
$50M Round
$280M Post

*

*
5/8/19
$110M Round
$610M Post

9/13/19
$25M Round
$515M Post

12/17/19**
$55M Round
$290M Post

*These companies overlap with healthtech and are included in both sets of analyses. **Company has multiple 2019–2020 deals with
pre-valuation/post-valuation data in PitchBook that qualify for this slide, and only the most recent deal is shown. Dates of financing
rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments. 1H 2020 financings are compiled through 6/12/20, and public market data
are compiled through 6/30/20. Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.

*
3/13/20**
$100M Round
$5,000M Post

Company went public
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Device

Series A Dollars, Deal
Size Down; NIM and
Neuro Trend Higher
Series A dollars dropped 34% versus 1H
2019, while deal activity stayed stable
relative to the last three years. We saw
continued downward pressure in Series A
median deal size, reaching $4M in both 2019
and 1H 2020 (vs. $7.6M in 2018).
NIM and neurology continued to attract
Series A funding. NIM companies focused on
monitoring vital signs, as well as for renal, GI,
and cardiovascular indications. Neurology
quadrupled dollars raised vs. 1H 2019,
highlighted by CereVasc’s $44M in early June.
Neurology deals focused on neuromodulation
and neurostimulation technologies. In
imaging, Series A deals and dollars declined
from 1H 2019, but later-stage financings
continued to drive growth for this subsector.
Cardiovascular and orthopedics indications
also declined.
Northern California led Series A device
financings with eight deals totaling $43M, on
par with 1H 2019. Massachusetts, which was
a bright spot in new device company
formation in 2019, dropped from five Series
A deals in 1H 2019 to only two in 1H 2020.
Similarly, Minnesota dropped from three
deals in 1H 2019 to a single deal in 1H 2020.

Series A Device Deals
US and Europe

1 H 201 8

1 H 201 9

1 H 2020

19 / 19

31 / 14

16 / 22

38

45

38

$202 / $225

$292 / $116

$110 / $169

$427

$408

$279

5% / 16%

16% / 0%

6% / 14%

Q1 / Q2

Number of
Investments

Total
Q1 / Q2

Total
Funding ($M)

Total

Corporate
Investments

Q1 / Q2

Series A by Top Indications
1H 2018
Non-Invasive
Monitoring

1H 2019

Imaging
Surgical

$97M

2

$36M

5

$121M

$20M

9

2

$87M

3

$9M

$11M

3

4

4

$104M

4

$8M

$61M

7

$20M

5

5

$68M

$32M

8

3
$25M $16M

3

*

$35M

6

Orthopedic
Cardiovascular

1H 2020

$6M

Neurology

Top 1H 2020 Series A Deals

2

*These companies overlap with healthtech and are included in both sets of analyses. Series A includes first-time investments from institutional or
corporate venture investment in the US and Europe and any first-round investments equal to or greater than $2M, regardless of investor. 1H
financing data are compiled through 6/12. Dates of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments.
Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.

*
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Device

Imaging/NIM Increase
Dollars; New Fundings
to Fight COVID-19
The concern that venture investment would
be impacted by clinical trial delays and
declining revenue caused by COVID-19 has
not materialized, as deals and dollars are
both up. Previous top Series A indications
imaging and NIM became late-stage
fundraising leaders and comprised 25% of
the total dollars raised in the sector.
1H 2020 exceeded 1H 2019 numbers, defying
the anticipated COVID-19 disruption. There
were three $100M+ financings: Element
Science ($146M) in NIM, Outset Medical
($125M) in renal, and RefleXion Medical
($100M) in oncology.
Fundraising toward COVID-19 or associated
diseases was led by imaging, NIM, and
respiratory companies. The median round for
COVID-19-related companies ($21M) was
more than 2.5x other deals ($8M). Imaging
companies (Exo Imaging and Nanox) built
upon 2019 financings for ultrasound imaging
and X-ray screening. NIM companies (Neural
Analytics and Caretaker Medical) provide
solutions to monitor COVID-19 symptoms
while minimizing patient contact. Respiratory
companies CorVent Medical ($5.5M) and
ALung ($16M) focus on a single-use ventilator
and lung failure treatment.

Device Deals by Top Indications
US and Europe
1H 2018

Imaging

1H 2019

Non-Invasive
Monitoring

$205M

5

15

Orthopedic

$263M

$284M

$303M

$205M

12

14

14

$207M

$280M

6

14

18

$229M

$264M

$79M

10

12

8

$129M

$348M

$116M

17

8

5

147

20

$87M

Vascular

US and Europe

1H 2020

$29M

Cardiovascular

Total Deals and $

124
$2.2B

98
$2.1B
$1.9B

1H 2018 1H 2019 1H 2020

COVID-19 1H 2020 Deals
Respiratory

Imaging

Investments include first-time investments from institutional or corporate venture investment in the US and Europe and any first-round investments
equal to or greater than $2M, regardless of investor, plus all additional equity financings by these VC-backed companies during the period covered by
this slide. 1H financing data are compiled through 6/12. Dates of financing rounds are subject to change based on add-on investments.
Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.

Non-Invasive Monitoring
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Device

VCs Focus on Series A;
Crossover Lead Later
Stage Deals
Shangbay Capital was the most active new
investor since 2019, focusing on laterstage/commercial companies in imaging,
urology/gynecology, and ophthalmology,
mostly in the Bay Area. US Venture Partners
picked up activity since 2019, primarily in
neurology (ShiraTronics $36M Series A deal
in 1H 2020) and cardiovascular.
Hon Hai (contract manufacturer) and REX
Health Ventures (UNC hospital system)
joined the list of most active corporate
investors. In 1H 2020, Hon Hai invested in
two new deals (oncology and imaging), while
REX invested in one (cardiovascular).
Deerfield continues to lead all later-stage
crossover investors, with three new
investments since March 2020 (Element,
Meditrina, and CorVent). Redmile did two
new 1H 2020 deals: a Series A deal in
respiratory (CorVent Medical) and a latestage deal in tissue regeneration (LifeSprout).
Cormorant continues to back companies
formed by Shifamed innovation hub, with a
2020 investment in Supira Medical (following
2019 investments in Atia Vision and Tioga
Medical).

Most Active New Device Investors*

Number of Deals (US and Europe, 2019–1H 2020)

Venture Capital

Corporate Investor

Later-Stage/Crossover
Investor

5

3

5

4

2

3

3**

2

3

3**

2

2

3**

2

2

3**

2

3**

2

3**

2

*Most Active New Investors calculated as new (first-time) investments into US and European companies from 2019–1H 2020. **Additional investors
have the same number of deals but are not included because of space limitations. 1H 2020 financing data are compiled through 6/12/20. Dates of
financing rounds subject to change based on add-on investments. Corporate parent and corporate venture investment are combined under Corporate
Investor. Source: PitchBook and SVB proprietary data.
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Device

Healthy IPO Pipeline in
Device, but COVID-19
Impacts Valuations
Shockwave, Silk Road and Inari’s post-IPO
performance point to significant value
creation in the device sector beyond M&A.
The rise in highly valued late-stage private
deals signals that investors believe there is an
open IPO window.
In 1H 2020, Outset and PulmonX each raised
large hedge fund–backed mezzanine rounds.
CMR Surgical, the only publicly disclosed
$1B+ private device deal, closed in 2019.
Most of the deals on this list raised more than
$200M in total financing. However,
CorneaGen ($37M), 908 Devices ($74M), and
MediBeacon ($85M) all raised less than
$100M.
Decreased/impacted revenues deterred many
late-stage companies from going public;
instead, these companies raised additional
private capital, many at lower values. For
companies with a minimum post-money
value of $75M, 1H 2020 step-ups decreased
to 1.6x (vs. 2.2x in 2019). Revenue
unpredictability amidst COVID-19 is the likely
cause, and it has pushed many companies to
sacrifice valuation for runway. However,
recent anecdotal evidence shows that
revenues, across emergency and elective
surgeries, have bounced back faster than
anticipated.

Post-Money Private Device Companies ($150M+)
US and Europe, 2019–1H 2020

Neurology

Renal

6/28/19
$51M Round
$509M Post

2/5/20
$125M Round
$725M Post

9/4/19
$34M Round
$300M Post

Ophthalmology

Gastrointestinal

8/26/19
$31M Round
$211M Post

Respiratory

5/5/20
$83M Round
$304M Post

2/26/19
$37M Round
$157M Post

Surgical

5/28/19
$45M Round
$180M Post

Imaging

9/17/19
$239M Round
$1,226M Post

Only includes post-money values reported by PitchBook for US and European companies. Dates of financing rounds are subject to change
based on add-on investments. 1H 2020 financings are compiled through 6/12/20. Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.

6/20/19
$193M Round
$323M Post

Platform

4/25/19
$18M Round
$232M Post
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Venture-Backed
Healthcare Exits
Global

24

Biopharma

Stellar IPO Performance
Encourages Deals to Go
Public
A) Despite concerns that the COVID-19
pandemic would shut the public markets,
IPOs and strong post-IPO performance
continued, encouraging crossover and
venture investors to continue to fund large
mezzanine rounds and then go public. The
median time from last private round to public
offering for the IPO Class of 2020 was six
months, with six companies going public in
three months or less. At the midway point in
2020, IPOs were on track to meet 2019
totals. Private M&A activity continued to
decline, driven by pre-money IPO values that
significantly exceeded up-front private M&A
medians.
B) Exit values are on pace to match 2019, as
the sector continues to an unprecedented
two-and-a-half-year exit run. Led by record
IPO valuations in 1H 2020, the total IPO
market cap value ($21.4B) is far ahead of 1H
2019’s pace ($13.7B).
C) There were 10 oncology IPOs in 1H 2020
vs. nine in 1H 2019. Platform deals increased
from 1H 2019 (up from four to nine). Other
indications saw fewer IPOs than in 1H 2019,
such as neurology (down from five to zero)
and orphan/rare (down from three to two).

A) Biopharma Private M&A Deals & IPOs by Year
Private M&A
1H 2020

IPO
26

3

2019

15

2018

15

2017

14

2016

50
55
31
28

20

2015

42

22

B) Exit Values by Year
Private M&A Milestones
Private M&A Upfront
Market Cap at IPO
$51B

$30B

C) Top M&A and IPOs by Indication
Private M&A
Oncology

$48B

Orphan/Rare
Disease
$27B

$24B

$22B

Platform
Neurology

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019 1H 2020

M&A defined as all private, global, venture-backed M&A deals with upfront payments of at least $75M. IPO defined as all private,
global, venture-backed IPOs raising at least $25M in proceeds. Market cap at IPO used to estimate value of public companies. Public
market performance metrics calculated as of 6/30/20. Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.

2015–1H 2020

IPO
23

13
6
14

68
34
38
21

Anti-Infective 2 16
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Biopharma

Private M&A Down
but Yields Strong
Investment Multiple

Private Biopharma M&A by Stage
Pre-Clinical

$16.6B

Attractive IPO valuations drove early-stage
companies to pursue IPOs over private M&A.
Pre-clinical/phase I IPOs totaled half of all
1H 2020 public offerings (13/26), with premoney IPO valuations doubling historical
private M&A upfront payments.

Phase II

Phase III

U.S. Commercial

$21.2B
1

10

Over the past 3.5 years, private M&A were
typically early-stage (64% pre-clinical/phase
I), raised a smaller amount of capital ($35M),
and exited quickly (3.2 years from closing
their Series A). Of the 30 pre-clinical/phase I
M&A deals during this time, the upfront deal
value was $171M, representing a 4.4x upfront
multiple on capital invested and a potential
deal value of 14x, including milestones (all
medians).
1H 2020 had three private M&A deals. Two
were phase I neurology companies that were
acquired within 3.5 years from their Series A,
raised $40M or less, and had an upfront
multiple of 3x and total deal value of 8.5x,
including milestones (all averages). The
phase II cardiovascular company, Corvidia,
raised $92M in equity (plus undisclosed
convertible debt) and was acquired for
$725M upfront, with up to $1,375M in
potential milestones.

Phase I

9

$8.9B
1
1

$14.9B
1

$12.6B

3

5

5

4

6
8

7

5

2

5

5

5

2

$2.9B
1
2

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

1H 2020

Upfront*

$200M

$200M

$171M

$140M

$250M

$330M

Total Deal*

$570M

$600M

$461M

$480M

$600M

$839M

4.2

5.9

3.5

3.1

2.7

3.6

Years to Exit**

*Upfront and total deal values are medians except for 1H 2020, which is calculated as an average due to small sample size. **Years to
Exit values are medians. M&A defined as all private, venture-backed M&A deals with upfront payments of at least $75M, globally. Stage
defined as last completed clinical trial prior to M&A announcement. Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.
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Biopharma

IPO Pre-Money Value
and Proceeds Increase;
Post-IPO Prices Jump
IPO median pre-money valuation increased
36% over 2019’s number, following a threeyear upward trend. IPO proceeds also
skyrocketed to more than 2x any year since
2015. Pre-clinical/phase I IPOs dropped to
only 17% (3/24) in 2H 2019 but bounced
back to 50% (13/26) in 1H 2020, led by
oncology and platform companies. The top
IPO indications showed a step-up of 1.2x–1.5x
from mezzanine round to pre-money IPO
except for oncology, which had the most IPOs
but had a flat valuation median from mezz to
pre-money IPO.
Biopharma IPOs in 2020 had strong post-IPO
performance, with stocks surging an average
of +79% in the public market (median 82%).
Deals with Top 15 Crossover Investors in the
mezzanine rounds dominated 1H 2020 IPOs
(19/26). Post-IPO, these stocks outperformed
venture-only IPOs by +35%. One reason for
the swing is that Top 15 Crossover Investors
create positive momentum by buying and
holding a significant percentage of the IPO
shares. This creates scarcity value at the IPO
and fuels interest by outside investors at
higher prices, leading to significant post-IPO
stock price increases.

VC-Backed Biopharma IPOs by Year
IPO Pre-Money Valuation*

IPO Proceeds*
$207M

$460M

$294M

$326M
$337M

$193M

$71M

$85M
$53M

$156M

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

$100M
$85M

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1H
2020

2019–1H 2020 IPOs by Top Indications
Indication

Number of Deals

% Early Stage
(Pre-Clinical &
Phase I)

Median Step-Up
from Venture to
Mezz Round

Median Step-Up
from Mezz Round
to Pre-Money IPO

Oncology

27

52%

1.6x

1.0x

Platform

18

44%

1.7x

1.3x

Orphan/Rare

8

38%

2.4x

1.5x

Neurology

6

33%

1.8x

1.2x

*Median numbers are reported for each year. IPO defined as all private, venture-backed IPOs raising at least $25M in proceeds,
globally. Stage defined as clinical trial initiated at time of IPO. Public market performance metrics calculated as of 6/30/20.
Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.
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Biopharma

$1B+ VC-Backed Biopharma M&A and IPO Market Cap Values
$1B+ M&A Deals by Year: 20 Private/8 Public
2015

2016

Private M&A

2017

2018

2019

Public M&A

1H 2020

$1B+ Public Deals by IPO Vintage: 69 Companies
2015

2016

2017

2018

Private M&A defined as all private, venture-backed M&A deals with upfront payments of at least $75M and total deal value of $1B+, globally.
Public M&A defined as M&A total deal value of $1B+ from a VC-backed company that went public between 2015–1H 2020, globally. IPO defined
as all private, venture-backed IPOs raising at least $25M in proceeds, globally. Public market performance metrics calculated as of 6/30/20.
Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.
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HealthTech

Performance for
Alternative Care IPOs
Skyrockets
A) The IPO market cap for the two healthtech
public offerings in 1H 2020 represented 96%
of total exit value, despite 10x more M&A
deals than IPOs.
B) There were three publicly disclosed private
M&A over $10M in 1H 2020: Care Zone
(medication management) by Walmart for
~$200M, NurseGrid (provider operations) by
HealthStream for $25M, and BioBeats
(medication management) by Huma for
$10M.
C) Led by Teladoc’s incredible stock
performance (+904%), post-IPO increases
have been solid for the 17 healthtech
companies that went public since 2015
(average: +100%; median: +50%).
Companies providing alternative care outside
the hospital, like Ping An Good Doctor
(primary care), Livongo (diabetes), and One
Medical (primary care), show great post-IPO
performance as a sector (average +100%).
Amwell and Oak Street Health, who are also
in this sector, have filed to go public.
Accolade, a healthcare navigation company,
went public in early Q3. That IPO priced at
$22 per share and raised $220M at a $1.2B
valuation.

A) HealthTech Private M&A Deals and IPOs by Year
Private M&A

IPO

1H 2020
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B) Exit Values by Year

C) Top IPOs ($4B+ Market Cap)
2015–1H 2020

Private M&A Deals
Market Cap at IPO
$13.4B
$10.0B

Price
+/-

Market Cap
6/30/20

$7.07
(5/03/18)

115%

$16.2B

$190.84 904%

$14.2B

$19.00
(7/01/15)

$6.0B

$4.8B
$3.2B $3.1B

2015

IPO Price Price
(Date) 6/30/20

2016

2017

*
2018

2019

1H
2020

*This company overlaps with dx/tools and is included in both sets of analyses. M&A defined as all private, venture-backed M&A deals with no
upfront limitations, globally. IPO defined as all private, venture-backed IPOs raising at least $25M in proceeds, globally. Market cap at IPO used
to estimate value of public companies. Public market performance metrics calculated as of 6/30/20. Source: PitchBook, press releases, SVB
proprietary data and SVB HealthTech Report.

$15.21

$28.00
(7/25/19)

$75.19

168%

$7.4B

$17.00
(2/06/20)

$91.57

439%

$5.8B

$14.00
(1/30/20)

$36.32

128%

$4.6B
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HealthTech

Provider Ops Lead M&A;
Strategics Outnumber
Financial Buyers
Provider operations remained the top
subsector for private healthtech M&A,
representing 51% of M&A deals since 2015
(114/223) and 56% of M&A in 1H 2020
(15/27). Since 2015, this subsector has had
16 $100M+ private M&A deals, including
three $1B+ exits: eviCore Healthcare by
Express Scripts in 2017 ($3.6B), Ability
Network by Inovalon in 2018 ($1.2B), and
Flatiron Health by Roche in 2018 ($1.9B).

Private HealthTech M&A by Subsectors
US and Europe, 2015–1H 2020
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Clinical Trial Enablement
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Wellness & Education
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Strategic buyers continue to buy venturebacked healthtech companies at a 2:1 ratio
vs. pure financial buyers.
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5.1
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1
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15
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Years to Exit*

*Median values are shown. M&A defined as all private, venture-backed M&A deals with no upfront limitations, globally.
Source: PitchBook, press releases, SVB proprietary data and SVB HealthTech Report.
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Dx/Tools

Public Offerings &
Post-IPO Surge Propels
Dx/Tools Exits in 2020
Dx/Tools M&A and IPO activity are on track to
match 2019’s pace. IPOs highlight returns in
this sector (with China-based companies
raising three of five IPOs), while private M&A
continues to struggle with small deal sizes.
M&A did see a flagship deal at the end of Q2
2020 with ArcherDX’s acquisition by Invitae
for $1.4B ($886M upfront).
IPO market cap drove the majority of deal
value ($5.2B of the $6.9B total), led by two
R&D tools companies in the computational
drug discovery space. HitGen went public at a
$1.1B market cap and performed well postIPO (+164%), closing 1H 2020 at a $3.1B
market cap. By comparison, Schrödinger had
a smaller IPO market cap of $821M but
showed stronger post-IPO performance
(+439%), increasing market cap to $5.8B by
the end of 1H 2020.
Burning Rock and Genetron, commercial dx
tests companies in the oncology testing
space, had different post-IPO results. The
IPOs were about a week apart at similar
market caps ($1.5B and $1.1B). Burning Rock
was up 64% post-IPO, while Genetron was
down 25%. The difference could be the
diverse hold strategies between healthcarefocused investors and generalist investors.
Progenity, focused on prenatal testing, went
public at a $667M market cap in mid-June but
dropped 40% in the next two weeks.

A) Dx/Tools Private M&A Deals & IPOs by Year
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B) Exit Values by Year
Private M&A Milestones
Private M&A Upfront
Market Cap at IPO

C) 1H 2020 Post-IPO Performance
IPO Price Price
Price
(Date) 6/30/20 +/-

$8.6B
$6.9B

$3.8B

$3.2B
$1.5B
>$1B
2015

2
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2016

2017
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*This company overlaps with healthtech and is included in both sets of analyses. M&A defined as all private, venture-backed M&A deals
with upfront payments of at least $50M, globally. IPO defined as all private, venture-backed IPOs raising at least $25M in proceeds, globally.
Market cap at IPO used to estimate value of public companies. Public market performance metrics calculated as of 6/30/20.
Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.

*

Market Cap
6/30/20

$17.00
(2/6/20)

$91.57

+439%

$5.8B

$9.91
(4/16/20)

$7.68

+164%

$3.1B

$16.50
(6/12/20)

$27.01

+64%

$2.7B

$16.00
(6/19/20)

$12.07

-25%

$1.1B

$15.00
(6/19/20)

$9.00

-40%

$406M
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Dx/Tools

ArcherDX’s $1.4B M&A
Provides Flagship Deal
for Dx/Tools

Private Dx/Tools M&A by Subsector
R&D Tools

Private M&A returns continue to lag,
especially compared to IPO performance over
the past two years. Private dx/tools were
comprised of three smaller all-cash deals
until late June, when ArcherDX, which
recently filed to go public in a $100M IPO,
was acquired by Invitae for $886M upfront
($1.4B total deal value). This is Invitae’s
fourth venture-backed acquisition in the past
two years, following R&D tools companies
Singular Bio and Jungla, and healthtech
company Clear Genetics. ArcherDX’s last
disclosed post-money value was at $255M
after its $55M Series C round in 2019.
The other three acquisitions were
commercial-stage all-cash deals (no
milestones) totaling between $80M–$108M.
Two were R&D tools companies (Andrew
Alliance and Celsee), and the third was a dx
analytics company (Blueprint Genetics). All
three of these deals raised less than $45M in
equity. We continue to monitor large tech
companies’ acquisition interest in the dx
analytics and dx tests spaces but have yet to
see any major venture-backed deals.

Dx Tests

Dx Analytics
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$1.4B
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$1.0B
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$1.7B
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2015

2016

2017
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2019

Upfront*

$164M

$225M

—

$126M

$68M

$113M

Total Deal*

$164M

$325M

—

$161M

$83M

$164M

3.6

8.5

—

8.6

5.3

5.0

Years to Exit*

*Median values are shown. M&A defined as all private, venture-backed M&A deals with upfront payments of at least $50M, globally.
Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.

1H 2020
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Device

Device Returns Led by
Commercial-Stage IPOs
as M&A Lags
A) M&A deals were down vs. 1H 2019 but on
pace with 1H 2018. We typically see more
M&A in the second half of the year. Device
IPOs are on pace to match 2019 totals. All
four IPOs occurred in 2Q 2020, including
$1B+ market cap non-US deals by Shanghai
Sanyou Medical (SHG) and Peijia Medical
(HK).
B) Deal values have regressed to median
numbers after 2019’s record-setting
performance. Most of the deal value in 1H
2020 (83%) was driven by IPO market cap.
C) Device IPO pre-money valuations in 1H
2020 (median $610M) more than doubled
2019’s record high, and IPO proceeds
(median $141M) were also above historic
levels. These companies had a median
valuation step-up of 1.3x from their
mezzanine round, and three of four
appreciated more than 100% since going
public.
Since 2015, the 36 IPOs (minus six public
M&A deals) have shown significant, sustained
stock price performance (average: +111%;
median: +61%). Additionally, total market
cap for the IPO Classes of 2019 and 2020
showed a 3x increase post-IPO.

A) Device Private M&A Deals & IPOs by Year
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B) Exit Values by Year

C) 1H 2020 Post-IPO Performance

Private M&A Milestones
Private M&A Upfront
Market Cap at IPO

$8.3B

$12.8B

$7.1B
$4.7B

2015

IPO Price Price
Price
(Date) 6/30/20 +/-

2016

$5.0B

2017

$3.5B

2018

2019

1H
2020

M&A defined as all private, venture-backed M&A deals with upfront payments of at least $50M, globally. IPO defined as all private,
venture-backed IPOs raising at least $25M in proceeds, globally. Market cap at IPO used to estimate value of public companies. Public
market performance metrics calculated as of 6/30/20. Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.

Market Cap
6/30/20

$1.98
(5/15/20)

$4.53

+129%

$2.9B

$19.00
(5/22/20)

$48.44

+155%

$2.3B

$2.97
(4/9/20)

$11.22

+278%

$2.3B

$16.00
(5/1/20)

$11.34

-29%

$147M
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Device

M&A Upfront Values
Decline to Lowest Level
in Six Years

Private Device M&A by Stage
Non-Approved

M&A deal size continued a downward
trajectory, with a 46% drop in median
upfront value and a 33% drop in total deal
value vs. 2019. Only two deals eclipsed
$100M in upfront value. Time to exit was
lower than historical levels, reflecting that
three of six take-outs were prior to a US
commercialization round. Deals were evenly
split between PMA and 510(k).

US Commercial

$3.7B
10

$4.9B

$9.2B

$4.7B
$4.4B
15

Over the last four years, orthopedics and
cardiovascular led private M&A with nine
deals each. Since 2019, however, surgical (5),
orthopedic (4), and respiratory (3) led device
M&A. There has not been a venture-backed
cardiovascular M&A since January 2019.
During COVID-19, large cap acquirer interest
varied: either seeing this as a buying
opportunity and engaged in multiple
acquisition talks, or regrouping from stock
price declines and staying inwardly focused.
Medtronic has completed three VC-backed
M&A deals since 2019 (two in 1H 2020) and
was the most active acquirer in this period,
despite a quiet 2016–2018. Since Boston’s
seven-deal spree in 2018, it has announced
only one venture acquisition (Vertiflex in May
2019). Smith & Nephew resumed targeting
venture device deals, acquiring an ENT
company in 1H 2020 (following two M&A
deals in orthopedics in 2017 and 2018).
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Upfront*

$125M

$120M

$131M

$190M

$120M

$65M

Total Deal*

$141M

$380M

$283M

$225M

$220M

$148M

7.0

8.1

7.7

8.1

7.9

5.2

Years to Exit*

*Median values are shown. M&A defined as all private, venture-backed M&A deals with upfront payments of at least $50M, globally.
CE Mark defined as achieving a CE Mark but not FDA approval. US Commercial defined as achieving FDA clearance or approval, with
or without CE Mark. Source: PitchBook, press releases and SVB proprietary data.
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Healthcare Outlook: Second Half 2020

MID-YEAR
REPORT
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Predictions for Venture-Backed Healthcare Sectors
Total healthcare venture fundraising will not keep pace with 1H 2020 but should still set a $15B+ record for the full
year.
2H 2020 company investment will lag 1H 2020 numbers, but biopharma and dx/tools will likely set investment
records, fueled by large crossover-backed mezzanine rounds. Device investment will be stable and should total at
least $4B. HealthTech investments will surpass previous years, solidifying it as the number two healthcare sector
after biopharma.
Series A deals and dollars should be stable across most sectors for the full year but will likely decline in device, as
most investor interest has been in later-stage deals.
Biopharma IPOs should continue, absent major macroeconomic issues, although we predict there will be fewer
IPOs in 2H 2020, likely ending the year at 40–45 venture-backed public offerings. Dx/tools and device should total
10 IPOs each, with significant participation by SHG and HK listings. We believe device M&A will pick up in 2H
2020.
Public market interest for healthtech companies will likely center on alternative care and CTE (drug discovery
platforms), which continue to be aided by the issues presented by COVID-19. We believe there will be four to five
IPOs for full-year 2020 (down from eight in 2019).
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Glossary
Deal Descriptions

Device Regulatory Definitions

Structured Deal defined as a pay-for-performance acquisition where some of the deal
value is paid upfront when the deal closes, but also contains additional value based
on milestones that must be achieved.

Non-approved defined as a device product that has no regulatory clearance or
approval for its product.

All-In Deal defined as an acquisition where the full deal value is paid at deal close.
Upfront Payments defined as initial proceeds from an acquisition paid upon the
close of a structured deal; they do not include milestones.

CE Mark defined as a device company that has CE Mark approval but has not
received FDA approval. CE Mark is a European Union designation that is typically
less difficult to obtain than FDA approval, and the approval process often has a
faster timeline.

Milestones to be Earned defined as proceeds from an acquisition that are paid once
predetermined milestones are met.

US Commercial defined as a device company that has received FDA approval or
clearance of its product and usually is in a commercial stage.

Total Deal Value defined as the full value of the acquisition, including any milestones
to be earned.

Indication Definitions

Time to Exit defined as the time from the close of a company’s first institutional
round of financing to the exit.
Step-Up defined as the valuation change from the last round post-money value to
the next round pre-money value.

Neurology defined as CNS, pain and psychology companies, as well as
neuro implant technologies.
Non-Invasive Monitoring (NIM) defined as medical data collection through
sensors and other technology.
Dx Tests defined as proprietary yes/no diagnostic tests.

Corporate Investor

Dx Analytics defined as actionable data analytics to help determine treatment.

Corporate Investor defined as both corporate venture and parent company
investment into venture-backed companies.

R&D Tools defined as research equipment/services for biopharma and academia.

Series A
Series A defined as all first-round institutional or corporate venture investment, and
all first-round investments equal to or greater than $2M, regardless of investor.

Biopharma Top 15 Crossover Investor
Biopharma Top 15 Crossover Investor defined as a public-minded investor who
strategically invests in private companies. The Top 15 list includes: RA Capital,
Perceptive Advisors, Deerfield Management, Redmile Group, Cormorant Asset
Management, The Invus Group, Fidelity (et al), EcoR1, Foresite Capital Management,
ArrowMark Partners, BVF Partners, Casdin Capital, Citadel, Rock Springs Capital, and
Tavistock Group.

HealthTech Subsector Definitions
Provider Operations defined as companies that provide solutions to increase the
efficiency and accuracy of provider-provider, provider-patient interactions. 
Alternative Care defined as companies that provide primary or specialty care
outside of a hospital or private practice. 
Clinical Trial Enablement (CTE) defined as companies that develop solutions to
accelerate drug discovery and the digitization of clinical trials. 
Healthcare Navigation defined as companies that guide users to relevant
providers and/or payers based on their needs. 
Medication Management defined as companies that aid users in access and
adherence to their prescribed medication. 
Wellness & Education defined as companies that inform users of healthy lifestyle
and medical best practices.

Notes: For additional information on SVB’s HealthTech definitions, please see our SVB HealthTech Report.
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Disclaimers
This material including, without limitation, to the statistical information herein, is provided for informational purposes only. The material is based in
part on information from third-party sources that we believe to be reliable but which have not been independently verified by us, and for this reason,
we do not represent that the information is accurate or complete. The information should not be viewed as tax, investment, legal or other advice, nor
is it to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. You should obtain relevant and specific professional advice before making any
investment decision. Nothing relating to the material should be construed as a solicitation, offer or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any
investment or to engage in any other transaction.
Silicon Valley Bank UK Limited is registered in England and Wales at Alphabeta, 14-18 Finsbury Square, London EC2A 1BR, UK (Company Number
12546585). Silicon Valley Bank UK Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
and Prudential Regulation Authority (Firm Reference Number 543146).
Silicon Valley Bank, a public corporation with limited liability (Aktiengesellschaft) under the laws of the U.S. federal state of California, with
registered office in Santa Clara, California, U.S.A. is registered with the California Secretary of State under No. C1175907, Chief Executive Officer
(Vorstand): Gregory W. Becker, Chairman of the Board of Directors (Aufsichtsratsvorsitzender): Roger F Dunbar.
Silicon Valley Bank Germany Branch is a branch of Silicon Valley Bank. Silicon Valley Bank Germany Branch with registered office in Frankfurt am
Main is registered with the local court of Frankfurt am Main under No. HRB 112038, Branch Directors (Geschäftsleiter): Oscar C. Jazdowski, John K.
Peck. Competent Supervisory Authority: Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin), Graurheindorfer Straße 108, 53117 Bonn, Germany.
Silicon Valley Bank, an authorized foreign bank branch under the Bank Act (Canada).
©2020 SVB Financial Group. All rights reserved. SVB, SVB FINANCIAL GROUP, SILICON VALLEY BANK, MAKE NEXT HAPPEN NOW and the chevron
device are trademarks of SVB Financial Group, used under license. Silicon Valley Bank is a member of the FDIC and the Federal Reserve System.
Silicon Valley Bank is the California bank subsidiary of SVB Financial Group (Nasdaq: SIVB).
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About Silicon Valley Bank
For more than 35 years, Silicon Valley Bank has helped innovative
companies and their investors move bold ideas forward, fast. SVB provides
targeted financial services and expertise through its offices in innovation
centers around the world. With commercial, international and private
banking services, SVB helps address the unique needs of innovators.

#SVBHealthcare
svb.com
@SVB_Financial
Silicon Valley Bank
@SVBFinancialGroup
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